TOILET ACCESSORIES

DOCUMENT NUMBER: 10800

APPLICATION: ELEMENTARY, MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL

DATE OF ISSUE:
05-03-16 - Revised Toilet Accessories Schedule
03-18-13 - Revised Toilet Accessories Schedule
09-02-11 - Added Toilet Accessories Schedule
04-22-05 - Added notes regarding mirrors
11-09-01 - added note re: soap dispenser location
10-27-99 - revised
07-31-98 - original issue

NOTES:

Provide toilet accessories equal to those identified in the attached Toilet Accessories Schedule.

Mirrors are to be stainless steel framed.

ATTACHMENTS:

Toilet Accessories Schedule, dated 05-03-16
| **Soap Dispenser w/ Key Lock** | **All locations** | **Manufacturer:** San Jamar  
**Series:** Oceans  
**Model:** S890TBK (with bulk soap cartridge)  
**Capacity:** 800 ml  
**Dimensions:** 10-1/2"h x 4-1/2"w x 4-3/8"d  
**Color:** Black Pearl  
Accommodates liquid bag-in-a-box cartridges. Mount with screws (preferred) or adhesive, **above the lavatory or hand sink** (no exceptions). |
| --- | --- | --- |
| **Paper Towel Dispenser** | **All locations** | **Manufacturer:** San Jamar  
**Series:** Simplicity  
**Model:** T7500TBK  
**Capacity:** Up to 8" wide, 6" dia. roll (1½" dia. core)  
**Dimensions:** 12¼" x 13" x 7½"  
**Color:** Black Pearl  
Hands-free mechanical roll towel dispenser designed to dispense and cut most types of roll towel in consistent 11" sheets. Auto-transfer system allows complete usage of stub rolls. |
| **2-Roll Toilet Paper Dispenser** | **Individual toilet rooms** | **Manufacturer:** San Jamar  
**Series:** Duett – Classic Style  
**Model:** R3500TBK  
**Capacity:** Two 4½” to 5½” rolls (1-5/8" dia. Core)  
**Dimensions:** 12¾” x 7½” x 7”  
**Color:** Black Pearl  
Two-roll standard toilet paper dispenser features a lock to prevent pilferage. Access to reserve roll once lower roll is completely used. |
| **4-Roll Toilet Paper Dispenser w/ Key Lock** | **Group toilet rooms** | **Manufacturer:** Palmer Fixture Company  
**Series:** Turnado  
**Model:** R44 TS  
**Capacity:** Four 5” dia. standard rolls  
**Dimensions:** 6.1in W x 13.1in L x 14.9in H  
**Color:** Smoke  
Four-roll carousel toilet paper dispenser features a roll advance mechanism that ensures roll is completely used before switching to a new one. Locking hinged cover eliminates theft and waste. |